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Abstract
This was a five-day hands-on tutorial on the use of the Siesta code that was used to target
researchers from different disciplines who already used, or had plans to use, Siesta in their
work. The school went beyond simply managing the Siesta code to better understanding its
essential foundations. Moreover, for the students, the tutorial will offer a brief introduction
into density-functional theory in a more general frame, to put the Siesta code in context.
Apart from the consideration of standard tasks implemented in most ab-initio codes, such
as how to calculate the electronic (band) structure, perform structure (geometry) relaxation,
calculate lattice vibrations or run molecular dynamics simulations, some specific Siesta topics
which were covered include the generation and use of pseudopotentials, the construction of
basis sets of strictly localized numerical atomic orbitals, the efficient computation of the
matrix elements with linear scaling methods, the role and behavior of the real-space grid
manipulations, and the smart use of parallelization. Also, post-processing and visualization
tools, which are becoming essential were taught during the tutorial. The tutorial consisted
of morning lectures followed by practical hands-on sessions in the afternoon. Some basic
knowledge of quantum mechanics, solid-state physics, and statistical physics were assumed,
along with basic knowledge of UNIX and Fortran programming
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Motivation
Electronic structure codes have become mature enough to be used by scientists not trained in the
development of the methods themselves. This is a shift away from traditional practice, in which
the know-how and the right to use the code was acquired through a long internship (a Ph.D.
thesis or a postdoc appointment) in one of the groups dedicated to method and code development.
Nowadays most codes are distributed with very light licensing restrictions or for affordable fees.
While this ease of access is in principle a good thing, it carries the risk of uncritical or poor use
of the codes by untrained people. There is thus increasing demand for training in the sensible
use of these methods, with the goal that the prospective user understands the physical and main
technical approximations behind a method and can assess its reliability and its usefulness for a
particular problem. In the past few years, the possibility of treating large systems with some
first-principles electronic structure methods has opened up new opportunities in many disciplines,
and ever more people not familiar with ab-initio calculations are being attracted to these codes.
In particular, the Siesta program (http://www.icmab.es/siesta) has become quite popular and
is increasingly being used by researchers in geosciences, biology, and engineering (apart from the
home base of materials physics and chemistry). The paper describing the method [J. Phys.:
Condens. Mat. 142745-2779 (2002)] has more than 12,034 citations as of October, 2021. Siesta’s
efficiency stems from the use of strictly localized basis sets and from the implementation of linearscaling algorithms that can be applied to suitable systems. A very important feature of the code
is that its accuracy and cost can be tuned in a wide range, from quick exploratory calculations
to highly accurate simulations matching the quality of plane-wave methods. Siesta is distributed
freely to academics, and a special effort has been made over the years to train people in its use.
Previous Siesta schools [addressing specific communities in Barcelona (1999), Lyon (1999), Rio
de Janeiro (2000), Cambridge (2002), Lyon (2003), Lyon (2007), Barcelona (2007), San Sebastan
(2007), Barcelona (2009), Tel Aviv (2014), Barcelona Supercomputing Center (2017)] were very
successful, typically with more applicants than could be accommodated, and the demand for a new
one is noticeable in the pace of new registrations and the postings to the program’s mailing list.
This was the main reason why we proposed a five-day hands-on tutorial on the use of the Siesta
code in Africa, intended for researchers in Africa who want to use the code and need, apart from
basic practice, a grounding on the capabilities of the method and the approximations used.
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Aims
The first aim of the tutorial was to show the students the thread between fundamental laws of
physics and the properties of atomic aggregates, and, in so doing, transmitted the difficulty of the
problem and the essence of the approximations along that thread. The main take-home knowledge
was: (i) what could be computed, (ii) how to do it, (iii) how good the results can be, and (iv) how
bad they can be if things are not done critically and carefully (even if ab initio). Apart from the
basics of density-functional theory, molecular dynamics simulation and geometry relaxation, which
are common to most codes, the specific Siesta topics which were covered include the generation
and use of pseudopotentials, the construction of basis sets of strictly localized numerical atomic
orbitals, localization issues for linear scaling both in the computation of the matrix elements
and in the resolution of the hamiltonian, as well as more technical ones such as the influence of
the real-space grid and parallelization. Also, post-processing and visualization tools, which are
becoming essential, were covered during the tutorial. It was not the purpose of this school to
train new method developers (even if this is a possible first step for it), but to train future users
of these methods. The users were taught to control and assess the main approximations involved
(LDA/GGA, pseudopotentials, basis sets, localization for linear scaling, etc.) as well as the more
technical ones.
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Audience
The tutorial was addressed to researchers and graduate students using electronic structure methods in their research. Some fundamental knowledge of quantum mechanics was assumed, as well as
basic statistical mechanics for the molecular dynamics part. A basic solid-state physics background
was not strictly required. The basics of these areas were covered quickly to establish the language.
We decided not to assume any previous ab initio training, as our experience is that many prospective users are interested in self-contained courses. Experts in other electronic structure methods
also profited from most of the lecturers of interest, even if the course was less intensive for them.
The number of participants was 34 (both local and outside the region). The number was not
expanded because of limitations of the provided financial support. During the practical sessions,
each student worked alone on a virtual computer enabled with Siesta functionalities. The origin
of the students was varied, both geographically (Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda, Cameroon,
Ethiopia, Spain and Italy) and in terms of the scientific field. A comprehensive list of attendees is
found on the next page.
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Masinde Muliro University of Science and Technology, Kenya
Technical University of Kenya, Kenya
Technical University of Kenya, Kenya
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Technical University of Kenya, Kenya
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Format
The main scheme which was adopted was that of morning lectures followed by afternoon practical sessions. The lectures were split into: (1) Formal lectures in the early morning, giving the
theoretical background and fundamental aspects of the physics and/or methodology of the calculations, and (2) practical lectures in the late morning, with more practicalities related to the
implementation and the actual ab initio usage, preparing for the afternoon hands-on session.
Lectures
The lectures and practical sessions were conducted by Prof. Javier Junquera, a member of the
Siesta development team and advanced users.
Meeting program
Day 1: Monday,11th , October
8:30 Official opening (Prof. Matxalen Llosa Blas, Prof. Omololu Akin-Ojo)
9.00 Overview of Siesta (Prof. Javier Janquera)
10:30 Virtual coffee break
11.00 Introduction to DFT general overview (Prof. Nicola Seriani)
12:30 How to run Siesta. Introduction to fdf and input file (Prof. Javier Janquera)
13:30 Lunch
14:30 First runs of siesta: simple molecules
-The H2 molecule
-The H2 O molecule
-The CH4 and CH3 molecules
16:00 Virtual Coffee break
16:30 First runs of Siesta: simple solids
Insulating SrTiO3
Insulating MgO and metallic Al
18:30 Richard Martin’s Welcome
Day 2: Tuesday,12th , October
8:30 Pseudopotentials General theory (Prof. Javier Janquera).
10.00 Virtual coffee break
10:30 Basis Sets: General Theory
11.00 Basis Sets: Numerical Atomic Orbitals
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12:30 Lunch
13:30 Exercises on pseudopotentials: Access to ATOM tutorial.
-Exercises on pseudopotentials: Generation and tests.
15:30 Virtual Coffee break
16:00 Exercises on basis sets:
-The default basis set
-Convergence of basis set with size
-Control of the range of the first zeta: the energy shift
-Control of the range of the second zeta: the split norm
-Increasing the angular flexibility: polarization orbitals
-Full control of the parameters of the basis: the PAO.Block
-Automatic optimization of parameters : the Simplex method.
-How to plot the radial parts of the atomic orbitals
Day 3: Wednesday,13th , October
8:30 Computation of overlap and Hamiltonian matrices in siesta.
10.00 Virtual coffee break
10:30 k-point sampling. Self-consistent cycles. Convergence criteria.
12:30 Lunch
13:30 Exercises on the computation of:
-Visualization of charge density: the case of bulk Si.
-Band structures
-Density of states
-Fatbands
15:30 Virtual Coffee break
16:00 Exercises on visualization of the charge density. Further exercises on solids
-Converging the sampling in K-points: the case of metallic Al.
-Converging the sampling in k-points: the case of insulating BaTiO3
-Converging the mesh cut off
Day 4: Thursday,14th , October
8:30 Molecular dynamics and relaxations.
10.00 Virtual coffee break
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10:30 Phonons and vibrational structures.
11:30 Omololu Akin Ojo. Superconductivity from Machine Learning and Electronic Structure
12:30 Lunch
13:30 Exercises on molecular dynamics and relaxations
15:30 Virtual Coffee break
16:00 Exercises on phonons and vibrational structure.
-Phonons at gamma and Born effective charge for SrTiO3
-Making a movie with phonons of benzene.
-Phonon spectrum of bulk silicon
Day 5: Friday,15th , October
8:30 LDA + U (youtube lecture borrowed from Nicola spaldin)
10.00 Virtual coffee break
10:30 Wannierization
11:30 How to: get Siesta , and compile Siesta in your local machine
12:30 Lunch
13:30 Exercises on LDA + U
15:30 Virtual Coffee break
16:00 Exercises on wannierization.
18:00 Official closing
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Pictorial

Figure 1: A section of the Nairobi City at night
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Figure 2: The Technical University of Kenya
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Figure 3: A section of Nairobi city during the day
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